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Contract/Freelance Writer

Average Capital Requirement: Zero Capital

Summary: If writing is your forte then making money just got easy for you. Depending on 
the category of writing you specialize in you can make betweenN2,000 to N50,000 per 
publication.

Introduction
Writing requires more of research than talent, the more you read the more you know and 
the more you have to share. There are different categories of writing; academics, fictional, 
political, critic, motivational, fashion etc, each of these appeals to set of audience, and there 
are already established outlets willing to pay to have wonderful articles posted/published on 
their platforms. With almost zero capital required, you can make as much as N50,000 per 
publication/write-up.

Required Resources
 Assets

A computer system (Laptop or notebook can equally do the job)

 Capital
Cost of research for trending topics, publishing platforms and individuals willing to by 
your article or research work.

Required Skills
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 Excellent writing skills
 Inquisitive mind
 Good editing skills

Full description of Operations
 Business operation

o Trending topics: Find trending topics within your scope of writing, do 
extensive research to see the void that is left unfilled, write to fill that void 
then find publishers who are willing to pay for it.

o Fictional stories: First find publishing platforms that are paying, then find out 
which stories that are trending with them, write something very captivating in 
that line, then send to them, if it meets their standard you will get paid.

o Political write-ups: These are mostly bought by politicians and media houses. 
Lots of research has to go into this and you have to decide whether you want 
to be bias or not (though bias political writing sells more).

o Gossips: This sells more at the moment, there are enough blogs and websites 
that specializes in publishing gossip stories, the juicier your story the more 
money you make.

o Academic research: This pays the most and your target market is students and 
lecturers. The pay here is as high as N100,000 to assist with master’s research 
work. Just make the availability of your service known to students/lecturers in 
a tertiary school closest to you, contracts will start rolling in.

 Possible Limitations and solutions
The main challenge here is getting people who are willing to pay for your writing. To 
avoid this problem make sure you find out the trending topics first, then what 
publishers are interested in at the moment then write in line with that. You can also 
check the internet to find out those publishing outfits paying more. 

The legality of assisting with academic research work could also be an issue, 
however, no strict rules on that at the moment.

Financial Analysis
 Cost

Cost of research: This is negligible considering most information is on the internet.
NB: cost of computer system is not factored in, it is expected that you already have 
one and if not, you can write manually then get a cyber café where you can get it into 
soft copy.
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 Revenue: What people are willing to pay for write ups varies depending on the 
category, number of established writers in that category and the content of your 
article. However, academic research works pay most while motivational stories pay 
least. Your expected earnings per article can be between N2,000 to N50,000.

Sites you can visit for article submission
http://www.makealivingwriting.com/websites-that-pay-writers-2015-79-sites/
http://nigeria.uvocorp.com/
http://www.careerjet.com.ng/writer-jobs.html

Future Forecast
 Prospects

You can start your own publishing outfit like; News tabloid, Blog, Website etc.
You can become a renowned writer.

Conclusion
Contract writing can be tasking but also very rewarding as you become so informed and 
become an authority on your chosen field. Find your pitch and give people reasons to share 
your view.

References
 For Service consultation contact us via mail at Icriticizedotnet@gmail.com or call within 
hours +234-8056433797 
Note that this may attract service charge.
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